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2023 Page Analyzer web
simple Flask application designed to execute requests over the network to check the 
availability of websites. The app includes validation, flash messages, psycopg2 as the 
adapter/wrapper, and raw SQL queries.
Flask / SQL / PostgreSQL / BeautifulSoup

2023 Task Manager web
web application built on the Django framework with Bootstrap on the frontend. It 
features user registration, login/logout functionality, and CRUD operations. 
App includes task filtering and access rights management.
Django / PostgreSQL / Bootstrap / Rollbar

2023 - 2024 Games Of Terminal core
console-based gaming platform featuring classic games (Tetris, Minesweeper, Snake, 
etc.), with customization options (different color schemes, skins, modes), an 
achievement system and smart flexibility (adjusting to the size of the console window).
Curses (Python) / SQL / SQLite3

2024 Feb - now zluuba.art (website) web
elegantly crafted personal website, meticulously configured from subdomains and 
Nginx setup to a dynamic JavaScript script updating the footer with the current year.
Flask /  Docker / Nginx / HTML / CSS / JavaScript

Projects

Async Python (Stepik, 1 mos.)

Python OOP (Stepik, 2 mos.)

 Fullstack Developer (Hexlet, 4 mos.)Python Developer (Hexlet, 7 mos.)

Education

Russian - Native (C2) / English - Proficient (B2) / Korean - Elementary (A1)
Languages

Experience
I've dedicated over 1.5 years to learning Python and programming in general. While I don't yet have 
professional experience in the field, I've built a solid foundation and gained significant practical skills 
through various pet projects. For details about my previous non-programming work experience, 
please refer to my full CV available at www.zluuba.art/cv.



Job Experience

Customer Support / Negotiations
Skills

- Received a bonus in the first month for exceptional performance and rapid adaptation to work 
processes.
- Initiated changes to several items in the internal Wikipedia, highlighting inaccuracies and ambiguities, 
resulting in subsequent corrections and amendments.
- Earned respect from the quality control staff, which was considered a significant accomplishment 
during my tenure (no joke, they loved checking my work quality).

Achievements

I worked in the Yandex.Market department of an outsourcing agency, where I communicated with 
clients and resolved their issues via email, chat, and telephone. I excelled at simplifying explanations, 
addressing concerns promptly, and providing emotional support. Utilized Yandex Market's extensive 
knowledge base, often referred to as their own 'Wikipedia'.

Responsibilities

5 mos.
2021 Jan - 2021 May

Account Manager
CityStaff (Yandex Market)

People Management / Presentations / Negotiations / Bitrix24
Skills

- Successfully designed a newsletter template without prior knowledge of HTML and CSS, resulting in 
a visually appealing outcome that I remain proud of.
- Created technical documentation for sound amplifier operations, involving the redesign of back 
panels.

Achievements

For the first six months, I served as an advertising manager, liaising with potential B2B clients and 
presenting advertising platforms and placement terms. My responsibilities expanded to include:
- Creating audio commercials, from drafting scripts to collaborating with recording studios.
- Migrating data from the old database to the current CRM, involving over 2500 company records.
- Managing the music database, selecting tracks, and sourcing new music for public venues.
- Designing business cards, holders, and banners using Adobe Photoshop and CorelDRAW.
- Updating the media kit and developing an email newsletter template.
- Handling various administrative tasks like monthly reporting, sound checks in shopping centers, and - Handling various administrative tasks like monthly reporting, sound checks in shopping centers, and 
document deliveries.
- Fulfilling HR duties, including candidate selection, interviews, training, and supervision.
- Contributing to the implementation of Bitrix24 CRM in a large Moscow-based company.

Responsibilities

2018 Jan - 2020 Nov
2 yrs. and 11 mos.Assistant Manager

Pulse Mediagroup

This encapsulates my varied work experience across multiple organizations, including Home Credit 
Bank, Russian Post, and various local businesses. Throughout these roles, I've held positions ranging 
from credit specialist to waiter at a country house, and communications operator at the local post 
office.

2015 May - 2017 Nov
2 yrs. and 7 mos.Specialist

Other


